
Open Letter to Mayor and Council about Planning for Norquay Village 
 
 
Norquay planning has been fraught with difficulties. The length of time elapsed (going on five 
years) has produced a desire and momentum to force a closure regardless of the details. 

The planning paradigm for community vision areas (9 among 23 in Vancouver) is 
neighbourhood centres. To drop an ill-formed Norquay cornerstone onto shaky ground has 
potential to inflict widespread damage right across our city. 

We in the Norquay Working Group (NWG) are always learning. We have just come to 
understand that urban design principles based on new urbanism are the accepted and prevailing 
criterion for judging city planning. On that basis, and from long experience with our 
neighbourhood and with the planning efforts, we issue the attached REPORT CARD for the current 
Draft Plan for Norquay – which we first saw only on Sept 28. 

On October 7 the NWG will be meeting with city planners for the first time since May 2010. An 
initial email of Sept 23 proposed, on one-week notice, “to identify any specific and detailed 
issues or critical ideas that were overlooked or misinterpreted.” 

That Sept 23 email was sent out the day after two NWG members observed the Urban Design 
Panel spend about three hours considering the current plan and then issue a clear “not there yet” 
opinion. Up to that point, the NWG had been told that planners would go direct to Council in fall 
2010 with no further consultation. 

An email five days later confirmed that extensive and detailed critique of the June 2010 open 
house planning had been ignored: “I hope that you will find that it [what planners propose] does 
keep very closely to the material presented in June.” 

Under great time pressure, several members of the NWG issued on Sept 28 Report on Urban 
Design Panel Response to City Planner Presentation of Norquay Village Planning on 22 Sept 
2010, a four-page document that some of you have already received (copy attached for those 
who did not). 

We hope that you will consider our REPORT CARD – and recognize, along with the Urban Design 
Panel and with us, that the planning for Norquay Village Neighbourhood Centre is not there yet. 
Proper planning for this neighbourhood centre is critical to the future of all of Vancouver. Our 
positive contribution to this effort can be found in a third attachment: Seven First Steps to 
Remedy the Deficiencies of Norquay Planning. 
 
 
Larry Deschner, Xin Xin Deschner, Jeanette Jones, Joseph Jones 
 (All of the above are members of the Norquay Working Group) 
 
4 October 2010 
 
 
[Additional signatures will follow] 
3 attachments 


